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Abstract
In citation form, syllables in Shanghai Chinese (SH)
contrast in rhyme duration: open syllables and those
closed with a nasal coda (in general, syllables with
‘smooth’ rhymes, henceforth SR syllables) are much
longer in rhyme duration than those closed with a glottal
coda (i.e. syllables with ‘checked’ rhymes, henceforth CR
syllables). The former pattern with contour tones and the
latter level tones. In connected speech, however, all
citation tones are substituted with short level ones due to
the tone sandhi process, and the duration of the SR
syllables is significantly reduced. This study reports on a
phonetic experiment to see whether the CR syllables are
also shortened in connected speech, and whether the
durational contrast between SR syllables and CR ones
holds in word-initial and word-final positions. The results
show that CR syllables are also significantly shortened in
connected speech and that the durational contrast holds
across contexts.
Key words: syllable structure; Shanghai Chinese; rhyme
duration; tone sandhi

In citation form, SR syllables are perceptually much
longer in duration than CR syllables. However, in
connected speech, SR syllables are significantly reduced
in duration compared with those in citation form, whereas
CR syllables remain perceptually unchanged in duration
[2][3]. Moreover, the contour tones that the SR syllables
carry in citation form are reduced to level ones in
connected speech. The result is that all syllables carry a
simple level tone in connected speech except for those at
the end of a sentence, where an intonational falling tone is
added optionally. Examples in (1) below are monosyllabic,
disyllabic,
tri-syllabic
and
quadri-syllabic
words/compounds in SH with the same initial syllable and
tone (i.e. /sɑ̃ŋ/ with T1). The citation tone and sandhi tone
are annotated in the upper right corner of each syllable
using Chao digits:
‘birth’
(1)
a. sɑ̃ŋ52
‘business’
b. sɑ̃ŋ52-5. ji52-21
‘businessman’
c. sɑ̃ŋ52-5. ji52-3. nin13-21
d. sɑ̃ŋ52-5. ji52-3. dɤ13-3. nɔ13-21 ‘business awareness’
The tone sandhi patterns in SH monosyllabic and
polysyllabic compounds are summarized as follows
(adapted from [18]):

1. Introduction

Table 2: Tone sandhi patterns in SH words and compounds:

SH is a member of the Wu dialect group in China, which
is mainly spoken in East China’s Shanghai municipality.
Although SH has many varieties, both in terms of
geographical location and history, these varieties share
two important phonological properties: (i) the durational
contrast between SR syllables and CR ones, which, in
citation form, pattern with long contour tones and short
level ones, respectively; (ii) the tone sandhi process in
which all tones in a tonal domain are deleted except for
the initial one, whose contour decides that of the whole
tonal domain (e.g. [18][19][20][21]). This research takes
New SH as the data source, because it is representative of
the current mainstream variety.
Based on the presence or absence of the onset, the
medial glide and the nature of the coda, SH syllable
structure can be divided into twelve types, illustrated in
Table 1 below:

The distinctive tone sandhi patterns in SH have given
rise to a heated debate on the underlying and surface form
of SH syllable structure, and their relation with syllabic
weight and tone.

Table 1: Syllable structure and tonal inventory in SH
(excluding nasal-only syllables):
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2. Literature review
Duanmu [9] presents a detailed formal analysis on SH
syllable structure, syllabic weight and tone, and proposes
that: (i) all syllables in SH are CV syllables underlyingly.
The nasal coda and the glottal coda are just diacritics on
the nuclear vowel. That is, CVN syllables and CVʔ
syllables are in fact CVN and CVʔ syllables underlyingly;
(ii) all syllables are light in SH underlyingly; (iii) the
position where the syllable is in a prosodic word
determines its weight on the surface form. Specifically,
syllables in the word-initial position are stressed and
heavy because of their ability to keep their base tones,
whereas those in the non-initial position(s) are unstressed
and light because of their inability to keep their base tones.
Thus, there is no weight distinction between SR and CR

syllables in the same word position (also refer to
[7][8][11][12]).
Duanmu [10] did a phonetic experiment to support the
proposal that all syllables in Mandarin-like languages are
heavy, whereas those in SH-like languages are light. The
study took syllable duration to be the phonetic correlate
for syllabic weight. However, the experiment did not
distinguish between SR syllables and CR ones, nor did it
distinguish between syllables in the word-initial position
and those in the non-initial position. Therefore, the results
failed to provide supportive evidence for the proposals in
Duanmu [9].
Zhu’s [22][24] phonetic experiment on SH citation
tones considered all the possible 25 combinations between
all the five citation tones in SH disyllabic words. The
mean duration of all the five citation tones in word-initial
and word-final positions of di-syllabic words, respectively,
are summarized in Table 3 below:
Table 3: Mean duration of the citation tones in SH disyllabic
words, adapted from [23]:

In Table 3, the bottom row shows the mean duration of
the five citation tones; the pre-final row shows duration in
word-initial position, and the right-most column shows
mean duration in word-final position. The table shows that
the checked tones (i.e. T4 and T5) are significantly shorter
in duration than the smooth tones (i.e. T1, T2 and T3) both
in citation form and in word-initial and word-final
positions. Specifically, the ratio of average duration
between smooth and checked tones in the citation form is
around 2.5:1; and those in the word-initial position and
word-final position are around 3:1 and 2:1, respectively.
Since tone duration parallels rhyme duration in Chinese
languages, Zhu’s results actually show that the durational
contrast between SR syllables and CR ones in SH exists in
both word-initial and word-final positions.
Different from both Duanmu and Zhu, Zhang&Meng
[21] found that in left-dominant tone sandhi in SH
disyllabic words, the rhyme duration of the initial syllable
is similar to that of the final syllable. Their experiment
took the average duration among syllables carrying all the
five citation tones in each of the word positions and did
not distinguish between SR and CR syllables. Therefore,
the results failed to provide sufficient evidence for the
durational difference between SR and CR syllables in SH.
The contradictory findings in Duanmu [9][10][11][12],
Zhu [22][23][24] and Zhang&Meng [21] motivate two
research questions: do CR syllables also reduce in rhyme
duration in connected speech? Does the durational contrast
between SR and CR syllables exist in different word
positions? We approach these two questions through a
phonetic experiment described in Section 3.
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3. The phonetic experiment
We constructed a dataset with six major syllable types in
SH, i.e. CV, CGV, CVN, CGVN, CVq, and CGVq. We
distinguished between the glides /j/ and /w/ to see whether
they influence rhyme duration in different ways. This
results in six SR syllable types, namely, CV, CjV, CwV,
CVN, CjVN and CwVN, and three CR syllable types,
namely, CVq, CjVq and CwVq, in the corpus. Each SR
syllable type patterns with three citation tones, and each
CR syllable type patterns with two citation tones (cf.
Table 1), so altogether there are 6×3+3×2=24 target
monosyllables in the corpus1.
In order to test the effect of word position on syllable
duration, we constructed two disyllabic words for each
monosyllable, with the target monosyllable in word-initial
position and word-final positions, respectively, resulting
in 24×2=48 disyllabic words in the corpus.
All the monosyllables and disyllabic words were set in
the carrier phrase: [ŋu kɒŋ gəʔ tsəʔ ______ pəʔ nuŋ
thiŋ] (I say this ______ to you.). In addition, the two
disyllabic words were further embedded in two non-carrier
sentences, which were constructed by the researcher with
the help of two experiment subjects. Thus, each target
monosyllable was produced in five sentences, resulting in
24×5=120 sentences in the corpus. The nuclear vowel was
held constant as /a/ because this vowel is subject to fewer
phonotactic and tonal constraints than other vowels in SH.
Eight native speakers of SH, four male and four female,
participated in the experiment. They were asked to read
the sentences at a normal speed and as naturally as
possible. The recordings were made with a DR-05 Tascam
linear PCM recorder in a quiet university classroom.
Altogether 960 tokens were collected and analyzed
acoustically in Praat (cf. [2]). Segmentation of the rhyme
was done straightforwardly by visual inspection of the
waveform and spectrogram, aided by listening. The first
three formants were used as further indicators of the
segmental boundary.
For CR syllables, only the voiced part of the rhyme was
measured, because previous researches, e.g. [2][3][4],
suggest that there is no regular and constant glottal pulsing
at the end of CR syllables in connected speech. Even in
the citation form, the glottal pulsing is only occasionally
detected. These findings were matched with ours in this
experiment. Therefore, the offset of CR syllables was
determined at the last regular vocal pulsing of the nuclear
vowel.
4. The experimental results
4.1 General comparison between SR and CR syllables
across contexts
Table 4 below presents the average rhyme duration (in ms)
of nine syllable types in five contexts, based on the raw
data elicited from the eight experiment subjects.

Table 4: Mean rhyme duration (in ms) of
nine syllable types in five contexts:

Note: phini=word-initial position in carrier phrase; phfin=word-final
position in carrier phrase; spini=word-initial position in non-carrier
sentences; spfin=word-final position in non-carrier sentences.

In order to assess the statistical significance of the
differences between SH syllable/rhyme types in different
contexts, a mixed-effects linear regression analysis was
run in R using the lme4 package [1]. Duration is the
dependent variable and normalized into Z-score. Syllable
structure and tone2 were set as the fixed effects. Subject
was set as the random effect. The data is divided into five
subsets according to the context. Figure 1 below is a
boxplot presentation of the comparison in rhyme duration
between the nine syllable types in SH across the five
positions surveyed in this experiment.

4.2 Contextual effects on rhyme duration for each
syllable type

1

2

3

Figure 1: comparison in rhyme duration between SH syllable types
(CV, CjV, CwV, CVN, CjVN, CwVN, CVq, CjVq and CwVq in order) in
citation form (i), word-initial (ii) and word-final (iii) positions in
carrier phrase, and word-initial (iv) and word-final (v) positions
in non-carrier sentences.

duration.
However, in word-initial and word-final positions in
both carrier phrase and non-carrier sentences, no such
structural effects on rhyme duration are observed.
Moreover, it is worth noting that in non-carrier sentences,
syllables that are structurally more complex have a longer
rhyme duration than CV syllables word-initially, but are
shorter word-finally. This observation might seem to
support Duanmu’s [9][11][12] proposal that syllables in
SH are stressed word-initially and unstressed word-finally.
However, a closer look at Table 4 reveals that CV
syllables are much longer word-initially than they are
word-finally in non-carrier sentences. Moreover, all CR
syllables are shorter word-initially than they are
word-finally, both in carrier phrase and non-carrier
sentences. These results provide negative evidence against
Duanmu’s [9][11][12] proposal.
Figure 1 shows that all CR syllables are significantly
shorter in rhyme duration than the SR syllables. The
difference is at the highest zero-level significance (p <
0.001). It can thus be concluded that duration contrast
between SR and CR syllables holds across contexts.
On the other hand, in each context, durational
differences between SR syllables (i.e. CV, CjV, CwV,
CVN, CjVN, and CwVN syllables) are not as significant
as those between SR and CR syllables, which is also true
with the differences between CR syllables (i.e. CVq, CjVq
and CwVq syllables).
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Our second research question concerns the effect of
contextual effects on syllable duration in SH. In order to
tackle this question, we did a multiple comparison for
each syllable type in rhyme duration (normalized in
Z-score) between the five contexts examined in this
experiment, using the lsmeans package in R (cf. [17]).
Duration is the dependent variable. Context and tone were
set as the fixed effects, and subject was set as the random
effect. Relevant results are summarized in Table 5 below:
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Table 5: Multiple comparison between citation form, forms in
word-initial and word-final positions in carrier phrase and
in non-carrier sentences, respectively, for each syllable type:

CV

CjV

CwV

CVN

CjVN

(iv)

CwVN

CVq

CjVq

CwVq

CV

CjV

CwV

CVN

CjVN

CwVN

CVq

CjVq

CwVq

(v)

Table 4 shows that in citation form, SR syllables that
are structurally more complex are longer in rhyme
duration than structurally less complex ones. Specifically,
CjV, CwV and CVN syllables are longer in rhyme
duration than CV syllables, and CjVN and CwVN
syllables are the longest. This result indicates a possible
effect of the medial glide and the nasal coda on rhyme
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Note: cit = citation. (+) indicates longer in duration; (−) indicates shorter
in duration. ‘***’ for p < 0.001, ‘**’ for 0.001<p<0.01, ‘*’ for
0.01<p<0.05.

The part of Table 5 above the horizontal dash line
shows the difference in rhyme duration of each syllable
structure between citation form and forms in word-initial
and word-final positions in both carrier phrase and
non-carrier sentences. The table shows that: firstly, all SR
syllables, except for the CjV and CwV syllables in

word-initial position in carrier phrase, are significantly
longer in citation form than in either of the two word
positions in both carrier phrase and non-carrier sentences.
Secondly, among all CR syllables, CVq syllables are
most significantly shorter in rhyme duration both
word-initially and word-finally than those in citation form,
but CjVq and CwVq syllables are as significantly shorter
only in word-initial position. In word-final position in both
carrier phrase and non-carrier sentences, rhyme reduction
for CjVq and CwVq syllables is not as significant as that
in word-initial position. Moreover, the shortening of
rhyme duration for CjV and CwV syllables word-initially
in carrier phrase and that for CjVq and CwVq syllables
word-finally in non-carrier sentences are not significant at
all, indicating a possible effect of medial glide on rhyme
duration.
The part of Table 5 below the horizontal dash line is a
summary of the comparison in rhyme duration for each
syllable type between word-initial and word-final
positions in carrier phrase and non-carrier sentences,
respectively. It shows that SR syllables are more likely to
have a shorter rhyme duration word-finally than
word-initially in both carrier phrase and non-carrier
sentences. In contrast, CR syllables tend to be
significantly longer word-finally than word-initially in
both carrier phrase and non-carrier sentences. This result
confirms our findings in Section 4.1.
The interim summary for this section is that rhyme
duration in CR syllables are reduced in connected speech
as compared to that in citation form, but CjVq and CwVq
syllables are not as significantly reduced word-finally as
CVq syllables.
4.3 Effects of pre-nuclear glide and nasal coda on
rhyme duration
Both Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 showed that the medial
glide and the nasal coda may affect rhyme duration in SH.
In order to better understand the effects of the medial glide
and the nasal coda on rhyme duration, we ran the
mixed-effects linear regression analysis again using the
lme4 package in R on syllables differing only in medial
glide (Table 6 below), those differing only in the nasal
coda (Table 7 below), and those differing both in medial
glide and the nasal coda (Table 8 below), respectively:
Table 6: Multiple comparisons in rhyme duration between
syllables differing only in medial glide:

Table 8: Multiple comparisons in rhyme duration between
syllables differing in both medial glide and nasal coda:

The results summarized in Table 6 show that in
word-initial position, syllables with medial glide generally
have a longer rhyme duration than those without, whereas
in word-final position, no consistent difference is observed.
That is to say, the presence of the medial glide does not
necessarily increase the rhyme duration. This result is
expected if the medial glide is part of the rhyme.
In Table 7, syllables with the nasal coda are
significantly longer in citation form than those without. In
word-initial position in both carrier phrase and non-carrier
sentence, no consistent difference is observed. However, it
is interesting to note that in word-final position in carrier
phrase, syllables with the nasal coda are significantly
longer than those without, but in the same position in
non-carrier sentence, the former are consistently shorter.
These results indicate that: (i) the nasal coda is flexible in
phonetic realization in connected speech; (ii) factors that
affect the phonetic realization of segments in non-carrier
sentence can be different from those in carrier phrase.
Table 8 shows that the joint effect of medial glide and
nasal coda on rhyme duration is still inconsistent: they
tend to significantly increase the rhyme duration in all
contexts except word-finally in non-carrier sentences,
where both CjVN and CwVN syllables are shorter than
CV syllables in rhyme duration.
The interim summary for this section is that neither the
medial glide nor the nasal coda has a consistent effect on
rhyme duration. Their presence does not make further
qualitative distinctions in structure between SR syllables
in SH, which is also true with the CR syllables.
5. Conclusion
Based on the experiment results in Section 4, the
following conclusions about SH syllables are warranted: (i)
CR syllables are significantly reduced in rhyme duration
in connected speech as well; (ii) the durational contrast
between SR and CR syllables holds both word-initially
and word-finally in disyllabic words. These findings
support those in Zhu [22][23][24] on tone duration in SH.
Since rhyme duration is one of the most important
phonetic
correlates
for
syllabic
weight
(e.g.
[6][10][13][14][15][16]), we can also conclude that in SH,
SR syllables are heavy underlyingly and CR ones are light,
and that this weight contrast holds both word-initially and
word-finally in disyllables.
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Table 7: Multiple comparisons in rhyme duration between SR
syllables differing only in nasal coda:
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1

We categorized the rhyme duration according to citation tones,
normalize the data into Z-score and ran a mixed-effects linear
regression analysis using the lme4 package in R. Rhyme duration
is the dependent variable. Citation tone was set as the fixed
effects. Subject was set as the random effect. The statistical
results and boxplot presentation show that although there are
statistically significant differences in rhyme duration between
syllables carrying the three smooth tones (i.e. T1, T2 and T3)
respectively, the differences are far less significant than that
between smooth tones and checked tones, which is also true with
syllables carrying the two checked tones (i.e. T4 and T5)
respectively. The results provide further evidence for the
hypothesis that rhyme duration in Chinese languages is closely
related with tone duration.
2
The ANOVA test shows that the model with syllable structure
and tone as the fixed effects has the smallest AIC value,
compared to a model with no effect for tone, one with tone as the
random effect, and one with the interaction of syllable structure
and tone as the fixed effects.

